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Robot wants fishy 2

Play Wants Fishy 2 Robot Games for free on MyPuzzle.org! 12345678910 Bonk.io Strike Force Heroes 2 Strike Force Heroes 3 Monkey Go Happy Sci-Fi 2 Monster Castle Escape Strike Force Heroes Viking Valor Hero Simulator The Last Stand: Union City Match Arena We may use cookies to help personalize your
experience, including performing analysis and running ads. Learn More Robot Wants Fishy, the third game in the Robot series after Robot Wants Kitty and Robot Wants Puppy, is a 2D web game made with ActionScript 3.0, the Flixel library, and with music from DrPetter and Robbe. The game was released on the Armor
Games website on August 20, 2010. It is also sponsored by Armor Games. The goal of Robot Wants Fishy is to rescue the goldfish in the shortest possible time. However, when you die there is a 10-second penalty. The game also features a humorous story that actually relates to the game this time! PowerupsEdit name
Description of the image &amp; area of the game found Robo-bombs Press X to drop bombs! Fragments of Cronox Each collected subtracts 5 seconds. Found in all areas of Teleport Crystal This would surely repair a disabled teleporter. It is located in an area that has just passed Dungeon S. Crab Dolemite Infusion
increases the damage of the bomb. It is found in most areas. Tri-Prism briefly creates a prism over the robot (for 1 second) that refracts bullets. Reward for defeating the obtuse fisherman. Autoharpoon Can fire harpoons underwater. Found in Bat Cave. Tritium Warheads Causes bombs to explode over a larger area and
double damage. Allows the Robot to damage the Battle Bat. It is located in the flooded depths Rustproofing A duck that allows the robot to swim underwater. Found in the Crystal Caverns. HaXXoR makes sad computers happy :) Reward for defeating Das Boxen Multibombs Increases the number of bombs the Robot
can drop. Two of these upgrades can be found in the game, each increasing the number of bombs you fire in one. This makes a total potential of 3 bombs dropped at once. One is the reward for defeating Battle Bat, while the other is in Crystal Caverns. Super Golden Key This is what you need to unlock the cage where
the Fishy resides. It is located in Crystal Caverns ??? Nothing! Absolutely nothing! It is found after destroying the blocks in the supply closet, near the double jump press Z double jump or in the air to jump twice. Found in the supply closet. Characters/EnemiesEdit The following information should be added to this page:
Images! Image Name Description Robot This is the robot! You can throw jump, jump twice and even walk on the roof once you pick up the right power-ups. Fishy Get to the fishing to win! Krobb HP: 3 A Cyclops crab that walks back and forth. Dungeon S. HP Crab: 20 The First Boss. Walk back and forth, firing bullets
from his eye. The bullets will fix you. The less health you have, the faster bullet bullets are Batto HP: 2 flies around in random straight lines. Change direction when it hits a wall. HP Bad Robot: 3 Moves up and down. Fire bullets aimed at Robot. Battle Bat PS: 100 (25 in all four forms) The Boss of the Batcave. Fly
randomly, firing bullets. Lose armor and firepower as a hit, but gain speed. You can only hurt yourself with tritium warheads. PSNil: 4 Moves slowly and fires bullets horizontally. Bullets can destroy crystals. If killed, he retreats to his shell to return 30 seconds later. HP Jellyfish: 5 Swim around and fire bullets that attach to
the robot. Das Boxen HP: 184 (92 each box). A couple of smiley boxes that serve as the head of the supply closet. They move in a fixed pattern. When one is defeated, the other moves faster, now frowning. PAL-1000 'HP: 7 per turret, 60 for the pal-1000 core The head of the processing station. Surrounded by eight
turrets. It is activated once all your computers are hacked. Shoot tracking bullets. New Obtuse HP: 80 The Boss of Flooded Depths. Nothing from side to side, occasionally stops to fire a spiral of bullets. It can only be damaged by hitting your antenna. Drillbaby HP: 120. The final boss of the game, protecting the Crystal
Caverns. Fire pairs of tracking bullets in Robot. Occasionally shake the screen, throwing Robot off the roof. It can only be damaged by hanging from the ceiling and throwing bombs into its core. AwardsEdit Robot Wants Fishy has twelve prizes, all of which count for its rank seen in the awards section of the game. Spoiler
warning! This page contains information that could reveal plot secrets or ruin puzzles! Read with caution, or not at all! Robot got Fishy! Get some fish. Rocket Robot Get a fish in less than 20 minutes. Brave Little Robot Completes the game with only necessary power-ups. The friendly robot defeats Drillbaby without
damaging more than 15 enemies. Time in your hands Collect all 50 fragments of Chronox. Fully charged Reach maximum firepower. Xenocide Kills all living things! (Except those annoying snails.) Yay Blow up everything explosions. Back At Ya Destroys an alien with a refracted shot. Super Combo Blow up 5 guys without
touching the ground. Underwater operation Go through the thorny tunnel without a Jelly Toast scratch Blow a jellyfish with bombs. Trivia Das Boxen has the highest amount of health in the game, with 182HP for his entire battle. There is a multibomb item that has become notorious, as many players find it difficult to
collect. A key mechanic they forget is that snail enemies can destroy crystals with their bullets. However, you also need the Tri-Prism object divert the bullet to the crystal that protects the multibomb. The names of the bosses are all word games: - Dungeon S.Crab is an alternative way to pronounce Dungeness crab, a
crab found in Britain. - The Battle Bat has 'bat' appearing twice in Name. - PAL-1000 is based on the evil HAL-1000 robot from the film A Space Oddysey. - The Obtuse Anguso is a sign of an obtuse angle in mathematical terminology. - Das Boxen is supposedly German for The Boxes. However, the German used is
inaccurate. The robot wants things, so go get it! This game is a compilation of the original 2010 Robot Wants games: Robot Wants Kitty, Robot Wants Puppy, Robot Wants Fishy, and Robot Wants Ice Cream. In addition, it includes Robot Wants Y!?, a mini-game that was actually the main banner on the JayIsGames
website for a while. And of course, Robot wouldn't want it all if we didn't add Robot Wants Justice, a new Robot adventure! Robot Wants pioneered the concept of mini-metroidvania - an adventure you play through more than an hour or less, collecting the powerups you need to go from scratch to Kitty along the way. And
all with a ticking clock - speedruns are the goal! Each of the included games includes 2 alternative maps (an Easy map, which is sometimes not so easy, but we guarantee it is short! And a Remix map, which is never easy, or fast), and there are also 12 Mutators that allow you to transform the way the game plays in a
variety of useful and horrible ways. High online scores to compete with your friends – each unique combination of mutators has a separate high score chart, so try to be the best in your specialty. The ultimate Metroidvania action - you can't even JUMP without first finding a power-up in some of these games. A massive
store full of features and game modes to unlock as you play (with space money, not real money. No IAP or DLC here) Extreme Alien Blast in Robot wants Kitty intense kitten launch action in Robot wants crazy psychotic puppy bombing in Robot wants Fishy A unique combination of Metroidvania and RPG in Robot wants
serious ice cream puzzles- solve action in Robot wants Y?! Alien-smashing, air-dashing combos in Robot Wants Justice Minimum:OS: Windows 7 or LaterProcessor: 2 GHzMemory: 2 GB RAMGraphics: OpenGL 3.2 Compatible GraphicsStorage: 500 MB available space Minimum Space:OS: SteamOS or Ubuntu 14.04
or Later Processor: 2 GHzMemory: 2GB RAMGraphics: OpenGL 3.2 Compatible GraphicsStorage: 500MB available Mail space has been fixed; you should now be able to confirm your email address, view pages and the like. Please report any issues about Discord. From the floor break of the cutting room to the Jump
navigation to search for More Placeholder Sprites. Review differences A reskin for a site called Boy's Life was made called Pedro's Space Adventure 2, with the site's donkey mascot. Robot Wants Fishy Pedro's Space Adventure 2 As you can see, the have been recolored and there are no links to any website from the
main menu. Robot wants Fishy Pedro 2's space adventure The character's sprite obviously changes. Besides, the weapon of choice was from the bombs to... Mail. Chronox fragments are re-colored from green to red. The story was, of course, completely written so that instead of trying to get a fish, the player needs to
get a rocket up and running. However, the game remains functionally identical. My Kong Trends with Friends Activity Feed g Sign up or log in to start receiving activity updates from all over Kongregate! Dev Forums (1461 votes) Robot Wants Fishy is the third game in the puzzle platformer series. Help guide the little
Robot through all levels to find Fishy. Fish.
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